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MARCO TADK': ([7] ). The basic ideas of the theory of spherical representations in the general setting, interesting for our point of view, seems to belong to I. M. Gelfand (for general ideas one can consult [4] and also [6] ). Papers [9] , [6] and [3] deals with formulas for spherical functions on reductive p-adic groups, while [5] contains among other things a description of the spherical unitary dual of SL (2,F) .
In this paper we classify all unitary spherical representations of the groups GL(n,F). The notion of spherical representation does not depend on the choice of K, because in GL(n,F) all maximal compact subgroups are conjugated. In this way, one obtains also classification of positive definite zonal spherical functions on GL(n,F).
The biggest part of the present paper is devoted to the identification of (GL(n,F)~) 5 in the Zeievinsky parametrization of GL(n,F)( Proposition 2.1). In particular, we prove the following result.
PROPOSITION. -Let n be a spherical representation of GL(n,F). Then there exists a parabolic subgroup P of GL(n,F) with Levi factorisation P = MN and a spherical one-dimensional representation ^ of M, such that the representation of GL(n,F) induced from P by ^ is irreducible and equal to n.
The description of the spherical unitary dual is obtained after identification of non-unitary spherical dual, as a direct consequence of the Bernstein result which states that the induced representation of GL(n,F) by an irreducible unitarizable representation of a parabolic subgroup, is irreducible.
We present now our result. Let L^F") be the set of all unramified unitary characters of the multiplicative group of F. The normalized absolute value of F is denoted by | Ip.
First of all, we have very simple unitary spherical representations /(det^): g ^ x(det^ g), g e GL(n,F), when ^eL^F"). Let 7c(5c(det^),a) be the representation of GL(2n,F) induced by^( det^ldetJ^xCdet^ldetjF-01 .
If 0 < a < 1/2, then 71(50 (det,,), a) is unitarizable. That was shown by G. I. Olshansky in [8] (see also [1] ).
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THEOREM. -Fix a positive integer t.
(i) Let Mi, ..., yip, Wi, ..., m, be positive integers such that
Xi. •••>Xp^i, ...^etKF') andfet 0< a^, ...,a, < 1/2. Then the representation induced by
from a suitable parabolic subgroup of GL(r,F), is in (GL^F)^5.
(ii) Each unitary spherical representation can be obtained as it is described in (i), and the parameters (Xi ^i). • • •»(Xp ^p). (^i »^i ,aQ, ..., (n, ,m, ,a,) or^ uniquely determined, up to a permutation.
One can obtain the preceding theorem from the description of the whole unitary dual (a part of the solution of unitarizability problem for p-adic GL(n) is contained in [10] ). One can also obtain the preceding theorem using Lemma 8.8 of [I] , after one has Proposition 2.1. The proof we present here is based on very simple ideas (*).
We shall now introduce some basic notation. The field of complex numbers is denoted by C, the subfield of reals is denoted by R, the subring of integers is denoted by Z. The subset of positive integers is denoted by N, and the subset of non-negative integers is denoted by Z+ .
At the end, I would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut fur Mathematik for hospitality and excellent working conditions in which this paper was written. (see §1 of [11] ). Let R^ be the Grothendieck group of the category AIgG^. Let R = © Rn. n^O The mapping (T,CT) ->• TX CT induces a structure of a commutative graded algebra on R. We identify &" with a subset of R^. Let C(G^) be the set of all cuspidal representations in Q^. Set
Zeievinsky classification and identification
If X is a set then a function / from X into the non-negative integers with finite support will be called a multiset in X. If {x^,.. .,^} is the support of / we shall write / also as We construct <a>elrr like in 6.5 of [11] . Then <a> is a composition factor of n(a).
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The mapping a h-> <a> is a bijection of M(S(C)) onto Irr. This is Zeievinsky classification.
Let A,6S(C), i = 1,2. Suppose that A^ u A^ is a segment and A,uA^{A,,A,}.
Then we say that Ai and A 2 are linked.
We introduce an ordering on the set M(S(C)) like in 7.1. of [11] . By Theorem 7.1. of [II] , <o> is a composition factor of n(b) if and only if a < h. Note that Gi is isomorphic to the multiplicative group F" of F. We shall identify G^ with F x . Then Q\ is identified also with the group of all unramified quasicharacters of F" and €j\ is identified with the group of all unramified unitary characters of F". Let co be a generator of the maximal ideal in Op. Then the mapping
X ^ X(®)
is a bijection of Q\ onto C", and a bijection of Ci\ onto {zeC:|z|=l}. Notice that Gi = C(Gi). is also a bijection. We want to describe s(a) in terms of M(S(C)). We consider G^.+i as a subgroup of Gp in a natural way. Let 8p be the modular character of P. Clearly 8p(MnKp) = {1}. We have the Iwasawa decomposition G,=PK,.
Using this decomposition we can construct the function defined by f(u'g,g,.. .^.fe) = ft sfto)^^) (det^,), f=i MEN, ^.eG^i, keKp.
In a standard way we prove that / is well defined. Now / + 0, /e<Ai> x ••• x <A^> and / is fixed for the action of Kp. Thus n(m(d)) is spherical.
Since m(a) < a and <w(a)> is spherical, uniqueness of s(a) in n(a) implies s(a) = <w(a)>. Now the fact that b i-^ <fc> is a bijection implies uniqueness of w(a).
Spherical unitary dual.
We consider R* = R\{0} as a commutative multiplicative semigroup with identity. Corollary 8.2 a) of [1] implies that Irr" is a subsemigroup of R*. From the proof of Proposition 2.1 one can obtain directly the following proposition. We give another proof. Let S be the subsemigroup of Irr" generated by all <A[n] (x) >, Atn]^)^) where n is a positive integer, ^eCj^ and 0 < a < 1/2. Since <A[n] (x) >, T^AIn] 00 )^) are unitarizable spherical representations, we have S c irr^".
THEOREM, -
We have S = Irr 5 ".
Proof. -We need to prove that Irr^cS. Let Tieirr 5 ". Then n = n(m(a)) for some a e M(Q\), Proposition 2.1 and the fact that n is a Hermitian representation imply that where a, > 0, ^., yn,eN, ^•, ^e6l.
The theorem will be proved if we show that all a, < 1/2.
Let a, ^ 1/2 for some j. Now a^ ^ 1/2 since (*) is irreducible. Let 
